Isolation Times!
A Pandemic Special!

Isolation Week 02

Your weekly pictorial antidote to the global pandemic

Welcome to the second edition of Isolation Times!
So, that’s it! We’ve been confined to shank's pony and the mechanically propelled vehicle is rusting quietly on the driveway. Who is Shank?
Well, I am a silly-billy as I asked for contributions without giving any contact
details! I’m very fortunate in that despite my faux pas I have received many
contributions, which I am very pleased to share. Thanks to every contributor
and I’m looking for more in week 3—please send photos and text to my
email address mike@brynbank.com. I’m grateful to my contributors as my
own content has been limited this week: firstly we have been repeating our
walks of last week and I have spent 4 full days power washing our drive,
terraces and patios. It’s been an enormous task and one I do not look forward to. But it’s done now, thank heaven, leaving me to paint the summerhouse. What unending joy!
I’m also grateful for all the kind words people has sent saying how much
they have enjoyed the Isolation Times—it’s just a bit of roguish light-hearted
fun with some photographs that illustrate the changing Spring countryside.
We realise that we are lucky, since we can pull on our boots in our garden
and walk straight up into the woods. Many others do not have this opportunity and I am mindful of the encouragement the photo-journal might give
to others, less fortunate, in these unprecedented times.
If you like the journal then please
forward it on to others as you feel is
appropriate. If you don’t like it, just
bin it. I won’t be offended and each
to their own.
You will see that I’ve changed the
journal format away from a daily log
to a series of expeditions and contributions. In this way I can juggle the
content for maximum appeal.
The front cover photo of lambs was
taken at the far-end of the Frith in the
field at the start of the lane. The field
was full of lambs and ewes, filling the
air with their plaintive calls. Spring is
truly here!
Anyway, I’ve been adopting a semirecumbent position for some time and
it’s time to do some work in the garden. Stay safe and stay sane.
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A WALK AROUND THE FRITH

A day of sunny intervals but a biting wind. We’ve decided to slink out and
walk the Frith via footpath CW57, which follows the edge of the woods via
Little Frith. The footpath opens up into some beautiful rolling countryside,
overlooking the Hereford vale then towards Wellington Heath. We saw a red
kite—not so common in these parts, we thought? We see them regularly in
Gloucestershire and Hampshire but very few around Ledbury. We also heard
a woodpecker drumming in the echoing woods.
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We walked along the path and came
across a blackthorn or sloe (Prunus
spinosa) hedge in full flower.
Then we found a mighty oak, great
in girth and in age! It had an almost
sinister feel. Spooky!

It reminded us of the Tree of the Dead in the film ‘Sleepy Hollow’. Fortunately we kept our heads and didn’t see the Horseman.
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We then turned into the
woods and took the Top Walk
back. Along the path were
strewn many wild flowers,
sweet violet (Viola odorata)
and wild primrose (Primula
vulgaris), grew in abundance.
My breath would catch at the
sight of violets-so common in
the woods at home, so surprising in the mountains. The
violet's message was "Keep
up your courage, stay true to
what you believe in.” Jessica
Stern, Denial: A Memoir of

Terror.

Quiz 1—does anyone know the poem about a lady in a hospital bed, surrounded by flowers? Then someone brings her a bunch of sweet violets and
she reminisces about her childhood, saying that the violets from the woods
mean more to her than any other flower? I can’t find it anywhere. Please let
me know by emailing me mike@brynbank.com
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Quiz 2—again there’s a lovely short poem about seeing the first primrose in
Spring, which I can’t find anywhere. I remember snatches of it—a boy walking to school and seeing the first primrose in Spring, its petals as pale as
Inca gold. Also kneeling down and smelling its faint scent on the cool morning air, before picking up his satchel and continuing his way to school. If you
find it, please let me know by emailing me mike@brynbank.com
Descending Bradlow Knoll we stopped at the kissing-gate to admire the fabulous views over Ledbury to the Marcle Ridge in the distance.
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Extensive views over Ledbury roofs from the ‘Cricket Pitch’ finish our walk.
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APRIL!
April is my favourite month of the year! So are May, June, July, August and
September. I’m not so keen on all the rest—but there is something magical
about April; the evolution, day by day, of Spring bursting with new blooms,
buds and fresh green leaves in the hedgerows in a continuous symphony.

Oh, to be in England / Now that April's there, / And whoever wakes in England / Sees, some morning, unaware, / That the lowest boughs and the
brushwood sheaf / Round the elm-tree bole are in tiny leaf, / While the chaffinch sings on the orchard bough / In England - now!

Home-Thoughts, From Abroad by Robert Browning,
was written from Browning’s home in Italy, probably
in 1845. By all accounts, Robert and Elizabeth lived a
happy life in Italy. All the same, that doesn't mean
that Robert Browning forgot his native England. His
poem, gives us ample proof that you can take the
poet out of England, but you can't take England out
of the poet.
After the passage of some 175 years or so, the poem
still has resonance with modern audiences; except
that the Elms are no longer with us. But the spirit of
the poem remains the same, nonetheless.
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A WALK AROUND PETTY FRANCE
April is continuing to unfold its bounteous wares for those fortunate enough
to capture the moment. Trees are still in stark outline against the skies and a
backdrop of the Malvern Hills. It is a privilege to live amongst such stunning
countryside and have the wherewithal to enjoy nature’s simple pleasures.

I can’t tell you the number of friends we met along the road today, keeping
2 metres apart, of course! All without exception commented on this pictorial
journal and urged me to continue.
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On the road junction to Colwall and Wellington Heath at Petty France lies a
brook with a weeping willow standing guard over daffodils. Is this a scene
from Herefordshire or Suffolk?
Acres of wood anemones lined the track through Frith—We’ve never seen so
many. With falling cherry blossom it all looked like snow!
And, just as we were turning towards Tunnel Cottage we saw the very first
English bluebell, sitting daintily in the bank. Indeed, there are masses of
bluebells along Top Walk, which should be in flower by the end of April. It’s
going to be an incredible display, which I hope to capture.
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As I was photographing this bluebell, I
was approached by Maria Callas, who
asked me to send her the photo; which I
duly did. In return, Maria sent me a lovely
photo of a Spring scene—a magnificent
Magnolia towering over daffodils. It’s on
page 15.
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LOVELIEST OF TREES, THE CHERRY NOW
Loveliest of trees, the cherry now / Is hung with bloom along the bough, /
And stands about the woodland ride / Wearing white for Eastertide.
Now, of my threescore years and ten, / Twenty will not come again, / And
take from seventy springs a score, / It only leaves me fifty more.
And since to look at things in bloom / Fifty springs are little room, / About
the woodlands I will go / To see the cherry hung with snow.

Alfred Edward Housman was born in Fockbury, Worcestershire. He published
two volumes of poetry during his life, including A Shropshire Lad (1896),
which was widely read during World War I.
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CONTRIBUTIONS, ALL GRATEFULLY RECEIVED!

This magnificent Magnolia x soulangeana, commonly known as saucer magnolia, in a garden off the Worcester Road, was captured the first day of April
by Maria Callas. It really shouts Spring!
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Changing the topic entirely, Luciano Pavarotti discussed the merits of ‘Social
distancing in 4mm scale’. Here are snapshots of life at Deacon Frome railway
station waiting for a train. He observed that the trainspotters will need to be
separated but as he has no 4mm policeman, that might be difficult.

Deacon Frome is a fictitious wayside station, deemed to be on branch line
somewhere in Herefordshire. The time will eventually settle to late 1940s /
early 1950’s. It has been built spasmodically over the last 11 years, and is
still a work in progress! It is built in 4mm scale, to P4 standards (i.e. not 00).
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Back onto the countryside theme, Angela Gheorghiu sent in a set of photos
from mystery walks. Can you guess where she was? Hint—some might be
recognisable from last week’s edition! Please send your answers to Angela at
here private email address. She has more for next week’s edition!
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Meanwhile, unknown to me, Jonas Kaufmann has been walking Riverside
Park most days. He was surprised that I missed the very early Cowslips near
the viaduct end of the park. It’s good to know that Jonas gets out and
about.
[And so I did, aren’t they so pretty? Cowslips, Primula veris, are one of the
best known spring flowers. Cowslip water was considered to be good for the
memory, and Cowslips of Jerusalem for mitigating "hectical fevers." So says
Mrs. Raffald (English Housekeeper, 1778)]
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What’s more, Jonas has hastily completed a potato bed, as he was worried
that there would be a ban imposed on allotments.

It looks to me, Jonas , to be an ideal base for 3 cubic metres of Ready-mix,
as I need a concrete runway for my model aircraft. Following the amazing
Much Marcle Large Model Aircraft show last September, I thought it would
be a good activity to learn, particularly as it doesn’t involve running or any
other kind of physical motion, really. So I applied to Newent club in October
and it rained all month. Then it rained again all November, December, January, February and up to mid March. Then the sun came out! We arranged on
the Saturday to go flying—YES—then on Sunday morning it was cancelled as
Covid-19 restrictions came into force. Am I lucky, or what? That’s it folks!
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